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ABSTRACT 
A Petri-Net is a directed graph used as a model to examine the 
control and flow of information in systems. 
Because it is a relatively new concept a vigorous attempt is made 
to unify the approach to Petri-Nets and to consolidate the many 
descriptions found in  the literature  into one consistent definition. 
Examples of familiar sequential processes are modeled to demonstrate 
the ease with which a Petri-Net can be used as a model. Included 
are summing and multiplication nets with assignment, and the FOR, 
IF-THEN-ELSE and CASE statements-all in the syntax of PASCAL. 
Concurrent processes are explained and modeled. This is used as a 
demonstration of the main reason for the interest in Petri-Nets, their 
ability to model asynchronous and concurrent systems. Several 
generalized examples are given to demonstrate concurrency* Two 
computer programs designed to "run" Petri-Nets, and the results of 
"runs" using Petri-Net models of concurrent systems, are discussed. 
One  models  an  assembly-line  for   the automated assembly of an 
( 
electronic circuit board and the other models a time-sharing 
implementation on a computer. 
Several practical non-computer uses for Petri-Nets are discussed 
including the modeling of a chemical reaction and the modeling of 
the procedure used in a manufacturing plant, with an emphasis on 
how the Petri-Net model can be used to evaluate the system it 
models. 
Petri-Net languages and their relationship to other formal languages 
are discussed. 
As the^ze of the system modeled increases, the complexity of the 
Petri-Net also increases. Problems of analysis have been the target 
of mathematical research. Some of these problems and results of 
analysis are discussed. Unfortunately some of these problems have 
been shown to be undecidable in the sense that there can be no 
systematic computer algorithm to solve the problem. 
INTRODUCTION 
A Petri-Net is a directed graph used as a model to examine the 
control and flow of information in systems. 
The theory of Petri-Nets originated in the early work of Carl Adam 
Petri (early 1960*$). Since then many researchers including Petrl 
have expanded upon the original theory. Since most of this work 
is in the form of theses, papers, memos and the like, not only is 
the literature hard to obtain but on first reading, much of it seems 
to be in conflict. This conflict, however, is the result of each 
author viewing the net in a different manner. Because of the rapid 
expansion of Petri-Net theory, statements made in earlier papers 
can not be applied in later papers without some modification or 
restriction. Therefore in Section one, "Description of Petri-Nets", 
a vigorous attempt is made to unify the approach to Petri-Nets 
and to consolidate the many descriptions of Petri-Nets found In 
the literature into one consistent definition. 
In section two, "Sequential Processes", a number of ordinary 
sequential processes are defined in terms of Petri-Nets. This 
section not only introduces the use of Petri-Nets for modeling 
systems but also demonstrates the ease with which they can be 
used as a.simple but powerful model for examining the control and 
flow of information throughout the system. 
In section three, "Concurrent Processes'*, an additional property of 
Petri-Nets is examined. In fact this section examines the main 
reason for the interest in Petri-Net theory: the ability to model 
asynchronous and concurrent behavior. 
By slight modification of the definition of Petri-Nets or by the 
introduction of additional* control structures, Petri-Nets are useful 
for modeling other types of behavior. Examples of this are given 
in Section Four, "Other Applications." Although sequential or 
concurrent properties are not of direct concern in these systems, 
the examples demonstrate the simplicity and versatility of Petri- 
Nets in modeling other concepts. 
Section Five, "Mathematical Theory and Conjecture", summarizes 
some of the ongoing theoretical work with Petri-Net theory. Most 
of the examples of Petri-Nets, given in previous sections are 
rather simple and relatively uncomplicated. Thus, visual 
examination with trial and error methods is sufficient to analyze 
the flow through the net. As can be imagined, in real world 
applications with complicated Petri-Nets these methods are 
extremely difficult if not impossible. 
It appears that only a systematic approach using the increasing 
body of mathematical ^heory concerning Petri-Nets will be of help. 
Unfortunately the mathematical theory often proves rigorously that 
certain  questions can not  be answered  in  any systematic way. 
Unless otherwise noted, the terminology found in this thesis is that 
generally used in the literature. Terminology introduced in this 
thesis for clarifying or simplifying a concept is listed in the 
appendix. A definition or concept unique to one author or one 
source will be cited. 
DESCRIPTION OF PETRI-NETS 
A Petri-Net is a finite directed graph consisting of two types of 
nodes ("Places" and "Transitions"), and directed paths called "Arcs". 
Of primary concern are functions called "Markings" which assign 
non-negative integers to the Places. 
The Places 
P
 
s
 £pl»p2 ——PhJ 
act as repositories for "Tokens" which represent the Marking of 
the graph. 
The Transitions 
T
={»r*2™"»m? 
act as the triggering mechanism for moving the Tokens around the 
graph, thus altering the marking. 
The Arcs 
A =   £a,,a2 ajj S 
act as directed pathways during the movement of Tokens. Arcs 
can occur only between a Place and a Transition (i.e. never directly 
between a Place and a Place or a Transition and a Transition.) 
A Marking is a function assigning a non-negative integer (including 
zero) to each Ploce.   The value of this function at an/ Place   Is 
referred to as the number of Tokens at that Place.    A Marking 
can be conveniently written as a vector 
M =   (m(p|), m(p2) ....-m(pn)/ 
Diagramatically Tokens are represented two ways: 
1. By small dark circles in a Place. 
2. By numbers written in a Place. 
Between a given Place and a given Transition is a subset of the 
set of Arcs. Frequently this subset is empty (i.e. there is no 
direct path between the Place and Transition). If the set is 
non-empty each Arc is either an input-arc or an output-arc and 
the Place an input-place or output-place depending on direction. 
If an Arc is directed to a Transition it is called an input-arc to 
that Transition. When directed away from a Transition it is called 
an output-arc of that Transition. The Ploce from which an input-arc 
originates is called an input-place. Likewise the Place where an 
output-arc terminates is called an output-place.    A Transition can 
have one or more input-places, input-arcs, output-arcs or output- 
) 
places. 
Between a given input-place and a given Transition is a set of 
Arcs. The 3-tuple consisting of the input-place, this set, and the 
Transition is called the "input-group." 
(pi»fcj» °k» al •-}' fj) 
The same is true for an "output-group" except they are output-arcs 
and  output-place.     In  this  case  the Transition  is  written  first 
<p|'£iVi> 
R 
o-i o-a 
H 
RL 
Figure I 
In Figure  I, pi and aj are input-place and input-arc respectively 
to  t|.      Similiarly  02  and  P2  are  output-arc   and output-place 
respectively to tj    Figure 2 shows a more complicated situation. 
8 
<P2»f°3W 
<P5,fa6l,t|> 
<t|»W*3> 
0\&H' p5> 
p Figure 2 
Clearly the set of input-groups to any given transition is finite, as 
is the set of output-groups . 
The cardinality of the set of arcs is called the rank of the group; 
Input-rank (IR) for the input-group and output-rank (OR) for the 
output-group. 
If the marking of the Place p(- in an input-group is equal to or 
greater than the input-rank then the input-group is considered 
primed. That is, if m(pj)*IR then {Pj.fa-, ak, ...}t.)is primed. 
If all such input-groups to transition t. are primed, then t. is said 
to be enabled. 
A Transition can be fired if enabled. If a Transition fires, a 
redistribution of Tokens (also called a change in marking) occurs 
according to the following rules. 
I.        Each Place that is both an input-place and an output- 
the followii 
toll Ar*% 
place of the transition, such as ng diagram 
^.- 
loses as man/ Tokens as its input-rank to that 
Transition, but gains as many Tokens as its output- 
rank to that Transition so, the new Marking at that 
Place becomes, 
m(pj) - IR + OR 
2. Each Place that is an input-place but not an output- 
place of the Transition loses as man/ Tokens as its 
.   input-rank to that Transition or, 
m(pj) - IR 
3. Each Place that is an output-place but not an input- 
place of the Transition gains as man/ Tokens as its 
output rank to that Transition or, 
m(Pj) + OR 
4. Each Place that is neither an input-ploce nor an 
output-place to the given Transition, has its number 
of Tokens unchanged. 
10 
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Figure 3 
Notice in Figure 3 that t. is not enabled hence it cannot be 
fired 
nrtp,) ^ f{a,, a2}| i.e. IR, = 2 
even though 
■"W ^ Jfa3}| i.e. IR3 = 1 
Figure 4 
However in Figure k, \» is enabled since 
mCp,)  ^   |{a|f a2}| =    IR,    =    2 
m^ =25   j(a3}| IR3   =    I 
II 
If ti   b fired the graph changes as shown In Figure 5. 
P^ M =<l,2,0,l> 
Figure 5 
m(p|) - IR,    =3-2=1 
m(p3) - IR3   =1-1=0 
m(p2) + OR2 =1 + 1=2 
m(p^) + OR4 = 0+1 = 1 
In a complex graph usually several Transitions are enabled at any 
given time. Firing any one of them may disable some and enable 
others. The particular order in which the transitions happen to be 
fired is called an operating sequence. A graph may have many 
different operating sequences starting from a given Marking. We 
notate an operating sequence thus: 
'k  . M       *i * M 1 
fi                  f
-
±
-»
Mi+l >Mi+2 i-*—'Vl »Mr 
12 
where M. is the Marking of the graph before firing and MJ+| Is 
the Marking after firing t..    As an abbreviated notation we will 
write 
Mi» fj» Mi+I» fk» Mi+2» tf    —^*n-l» f» **n 
A Marking M is reachable from Mj if there exists an operating 
sequence beginning with Mj and containing M. 
As a concrete example refer to Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows 
the Marking of the graph before firing enabled ti and Figure 5 
after firing t.. There is a one-step operating sequence M|, tj, 
Mo: 
M, =<3, I, I, 0> ! >M2 = <l, 2, 0, l> 
i.e. firing t| alters the Marking from M. to Mj- The interest In 
Petri-Nets lies in this multiplicity of operating sequences. Unlike 
ordinary directed graphs, a directed path (Arc) of a Petri-Net may 
or may not be traversable by a Token, depending on its enable 
status. This is important for modeling asynchronous concurrent 
events, where a given path may be open to travel at one point In 
time but should not be at a later time. This powerful aspect of 
Petri-Nets will be covered in depth later. 
13 
Figure 6 
Figure 6 shows a simple net, used to add two numbers. It has an 
initial Marking of \3,2,0/. As simple as it is, it has man/ operating 
sequences. A directed graph as shown in Figure 7 can be drawn 
consisting of the reachable Markings. Any downward path can be 
considered an operating sequence.   The root is the initial Marking. 
<3,2,0> 
<2^'>v <3,l,l> 
<».2# 
<0,0,5> 
Rgure 7 
14 
Considering only the operating sequences that begin with the initial 
Marking and terminate with both Transitions disabled, one such 
operating sequence is, 
<3,2,0>,t, ,<2,2, l>,t2,<2,1,2> ,t,, <l, 1,3>,t, ,<0,1,4>,t2,<0,0,5> 
another is, 
<3,2,0> ,t2,<3,1, l> ,t2,<3,0,2>,t, ,^,0,3>,t, ,<l ,0,4>,t, ,<0,0,5> 
In fact from the root starting with firing tj it can be seen that 
there are 6 different operating sequences. Starting by firing t2 
there are 4. So for this simple net there are 10 complete operating 
sequences. As can be imagined this quickly gets out of hand with 
even slightly more complicated nets. With complicated nets even 
graph analysis techniques such as connective and traversability 
theorems, adjacency matrices and other related horrors can not 
offer a reasonable method of analysis. The only reasonable way 
to analyze a complex Petri-Net System is to "block structureM the 
system. In other words, small portions must be examined and made 
to function in a predictable manner. This modular approach will 
be examined later and used to demonstrate more complex Petri-Net 
systems. 
The following examples give the set of reachable Markings for some 
simple Petri-Net structures. 
15 
MARKED NET REACHABLE MARKINGS 
I. O<0>.0>.<2>. "••<"> 
where n = number of firings 
2. $ O <'>.<3>.<5> <2"+l> 
3. O <0>,<2>,<4>, ..... <2n> 
•    0°jH lC J        00,0>,<?,2>, ..... <Q,20> 
■Qj)    <M,O>,<O,O,I> 
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SOME ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS 
1. The original definition by Petri followed the above rules 
except that only one Arc was allowed between a given 
Place and Transition. That is, the rank of an input-group 
or output-group was limited to one, 
IR«   I 
OR— I 
A net meeting this condition will be called a Petri Petri-Net 
in this thesis. 
2. A pair {Net, Initial Marking] is said to be "safe" if in 
no operating sequence does any Place have more than one 
Token. Safe nets are especially important when considering 
ordinary digital implementation of Petri-Nets (I). This Is 
because the Tokens represent the presence or absence of 
a signal on a wire (0 and I). 
3. A pair t^tet, Initial Marking* is said to be persistent if 
in no operating sequence starting with the initial marking 
does a Transition becomes disabled except through its own 
firing. In the literature these pairs are commonly called 
safe nets and persistent nets respectively. 
17 
4. A conflict-free net is a net in which once a Transition Is 
enabled it will be disabled only by its own firing. Firing 
one Transition will not disable another, regardless of initial 
Marking or reachability. 
5. The K-bound of a place is the maximum number of Tokens 
that will appear in a Place for all reachable markings from 
a given initial Marking. If all Places have the same K-bound 
it is called a K-bounded net. Note that a safe net has a 
K-bound of one. 
6. A self-loop shown in Figure 8, is defined as a configuration 
in which one Place is both an input and an output-place 
for a given Transition. 
Figure 8 
Once  a  Token   is   introduced   into  pi   it  can  never  be 
completely empty of Tokens unless, of course, Pi  is the 
input-place to another Transition.    For this reason, a net 
containing one or more self-loops is called an immortal-net. 
18 
A Safe Net with initial Marking is shown in Figure 9. 
0 
Figure 9 
Note that the initial Marking is crucial: 
GW 
Figure 10 
With a different Marking, shown in Figure 10, the same net can 
no longer be considered "safe". 
19 
A persistent net with initial Marking is shown in Figure II. 
Figure II 
Notice that only t j is enabled.  However with the different Marking 
shown in Figure 12, 
Figure 12 
20 
firing t| will disable *2 and vice-versa.   This net Is not persistent 
with this initial Marking. 
•- \ 
A conflict-free net can not have the structure shown in Figure 13, 
Figure 13 
since for the given Marking a conflict can occur (i.e. firing i- can 
disable to and vice-versa). 
TRANSITION SELECTION 
Up to this point nothing has been said as to when transitions are 
actually fired. The simplest method is "fire-when-enabledw. Where 
more than one Transition can become enabled at the same time, 
an arbiter (discussed later) must be used to select the Transition 
that will be fired. 
21 
A second method of selecting the transition to be fired is used for 
sequential processes. In this case the transitions are ordered and 
sequentially "pulsed." If the pulsed transition is enabled, it fires. 
If not enabled nothing changes and the next transition in the order, 
is pulsed.    For example, in Figure 14. 
Figure 14 
the initial marking is (A,B,C,D) = (0,0,2,0) and the transitions 
are numerically ordered and pulsed in the cycle tjt2t3t^. The 
first time through the cycle t ( is pulsed. Since it is not enabled, 
nothing changes, then t2 is pulsed. Since t2 is enabled it fires 
changing the marking to (l,0,l,0) . Now t3 is not enabled but 
enabled t^, when pulsed, fires resulting in (1,0,0,1) .    Now the 
22 
pulse cycle repeats. Transition tj is still not enabled. In this 
cycle neither is t2. But t3 is and fires resulting in (l ,1,0,0^ and 
finally unlike the first cycle, t^ is no longer enabled. Note that 
at the beginning of cycle three only tj is enabled. However when 
11 fires the marking is back to the original \Q,0,2,0/ and the whole 
process repeats itself. Of course other nets may never return to 
the same marking and repeat the firing sequence. In some nets 
the marking may become "dead", that is, no change in marking 
during the cycle since the net reaches a point where no transitions 
are enabled. 
A third method is similar to the sequential method except the 
transition    to    be    pulsed     \i    chosen    randomly. Program 
RANOOMSEQUENCE (See appendix) uses this method. A random 
number, in the range of the number of transitions, is generated. 
The equivalently numbered transition is pulsed. This is perhaps the 
most interesting method since it amply demonstrates the 
asynchronous capabilities of Petri-Nets. Random methods are useful 
in such applications as time-sharing systems where each operator 
receives an equally likely chance of being serviced. 
23 
•<* 
Petri-Nets rarely use any one of the above methods exclusively. 
Rather a given net will employ two or more methods. For example 
a given net may control a time-sharing type of system which would 
use random methods except for some operators that enjoy a priority 
rating. In this case they would be pulsed and if enabled serviced 
immediately. Then the remaining operators would be pulsed 
randomly. So there would be a sequential method used for priorities 
and a random method for the non-priorities. 
Other mechanisms are also used in selecting the Transition to fire. 
One such mechanism shown in Figure 15 is an "arbiter." 
Figure 15 
The above net has transitions in conflict with the indicated marking. 
Firing one disables the other. 
24 
When this situation occurs, an arbiter decides which transition to 
fire. The decision can be made randomly or based on other factors 
such as quantity of Tokens in Places B and C or a combination of 
factors* 
In fact, all the selection rules given before can be regarded as 
special cases of arbiters. 
When we speak of Petri-Nets in applications, we often mean a pair 
consisting of a Petri-Net coupled with a specific arbiter. 
25 
SEQUENTIAL PROCESSES 
In order to understand the use of Petri-Nets In asynchronous 
concurrent processes, an understanding of how Petri-Nets are 
actually used is necessary. This section demonstrates how Petri- 
Nets can readily model ordinary sequential processes. 
As with all Petri-Nets there are at least two ways of looking at 
the overall behavior of the net. With the first way, of primary 
concern is the flow of information through the net. The actual 
mechanics of how this information travels throughout the net is 
secondary to how the information is affected or modified as the 
state of the net changes. The second way of looking at the net 
is concentrating on how the flow of information is controlled by 
the net. The subtle differences in both ways become quite apparent 
when trying to design Petri-Nets to model the processes given in 
this and later sections. 
Before designing a Petri-Net model a clear understanding of how 
the information should be affected by the Petri-Net is essential. 
Then the mechanics of how to effect these changes can be 
developed. A good deal of confusion resulted in designing, even 
the simplest nets, before this systematic approach was used. This 
Is  easy  to  understand  because  as   the  number  of  Places  and 
26 
Transitions increase, so also does the reachable Markings. The 
simple nets given here were designed with the above approach and 
considerable trial-and-error checking of reachable Markings. More 
complicated nets must be "modularized" as demonstrated In the 
model of the Pascal Case Statement given later. Even so, only 
computer programs for analysis of nets can be relied upon to be 
exhaustive. More than once when an "infallible" simple Petri-Net 
was run using the program RANOOMSEQUENCE (see appendix), it 
found many Markings that were impossible. Of course it was found 
to be a design fault in the net, and redesigning with the addition 
of more Places and/or Transitions eliminated the problem. 
In the following sequential examples the Transitions are fired using 
a priority method. When more than one Transition is enabled, the 
one with highest priority is fired first. If this firing results in 
enabling a Transition of even higher priority, precedence will go 
to the higher enabled Transition. These nets were designed so that 
at no time would two Transitions of equal priority be enabled, 
although if this were the case, an arbiter could be used to resolve 
this deadlock. The information flow (or data flow) is controlled 
using this priority method and a "trigger" circuit. As can be seen 
in the examples the "trigger" Token moves through its own sub-net 
sequentially enabling the Transitions that control the flow through 
27 
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the main net. The number immediately above each Transition is 
the priority rating of that Transition, the higher the number the 
greater the priority.  The "trigger" has the form shown in Figure 16. 
(a) 
C?) *M* >- c MA,N N€T ) 
(TRIGGER 
"       *     SOB-NET) 
•a. 
Figure 16 
Notice that both ti in the main-net and *2 m *ne "trigger" sub-net 
are enabled. Because t. has a higher priority (2) it will fire first, 
and in this case become disabled. Transition t? will then fire 
removing the "trigger" Token from Place B. It is important to 
note that if Place A then receives another Token tj can not fire 
until another "trigger" Token appears in Place B. Also note that 
if Place A originally had say 5 Tokens, tj would fire 5 times before 
t2 could fire. One other function of the "trigger" is important 
and that is initialization of the net. 
The Transitions in the "trigger" sub-net used for initialization are 
given arbitrarily high priority ratings because of its important 
function. To avoid complicating the diagrams, initialization is not 
shown except in a few selected examples that illustrate its use. 
28 
Another configuration that appears in most of the examples b a 
restore loop as shown in Figure 17. 
Figure 17 
i 
When information (data) is entered into Place A, subsequent firing 
of t • drains the Place of its original value. Place B which is used 
as a temporary holding area, and Arc Oj will restore Place A to 
its original value after exhaustive firing of t2» The Tokens following 
Arc a2 are used for the main function of the net. 
Logic nets are the first considered since they are often used as 
building blocks for more complicated nets.    The actual workings 
of these and other nets used in this thesis are best followed by 
using actual Tokens.   This can be any small object that can sit on 
this paper (erasers, small crumpled pieces of paper, etc.) that will 
simulate Tokens.    They can then be physically moved around the 
diagram  to simulate  Markings,  so  the  information flow can be 
followed.    The table given with each logic net is the standard 
truth-table for the logic function. 
29 
LOGICAL OR 
PON6 
AvB 
J\ B AVB 
o o ' o 
o 1 i 
1 e 1 
1 i 1 
Figure 18 
Figure 18 shows the logical OR net.   For operation, single Tokens 
are introduced into Place A or Place B or both or neither, and a 
trigger Token entered into Place D. Now, several cases are possible: 
30 
1. Pieces A and B have no Tokens. The only enabled Transition 
is 15 and it fires. Only tg is enabled and it fires. Then 
t«.fires supplying a "done" signal and Place C is left with 
zero Tokens (trigger initializes this Place to zero). 
2. Only Place A has a Token. Both tj and tc ore enabled. 
Transition t. has the higher priority and fires. Now only 
tc is enabled and fires. Transition to and tg are enabled 
and t~ fires because of its higher priority. Transition tg 
then can fire. Now ty and tj are enabled. Transition ty 
fires followed by to. A done signal is emitted and Place C 
is left with one Token. 
3. A similar situation as in case 2 above occurs when only 
Place B has a Token. 
4. Places A and B each have a Token. Because of priorities 
the Transition will fire in the following order: 
t,, t2, t5> t3, t^ 
At this point t^ and tg are enabled.    Transition t^ fires 
first because of its higher priority.   Then tg fires.   Since 
t^ is disabled, t« fires emitting a done signal and leaving 
one Token in Place C. 
31 
So with all possibilities considered this logic net follows the truth 
table for a logical OR. In a system using this configuration as a 
building block, the restored values in Places A and B and the result 
in Place C might then be used as input to another building block 
on the continuing path of the trigger sub-net or circuit. Remember 
that just before the trigger initiates action in this OR net and 
previous to the introduction of Tokens into Places A and B, the 
trigger circuit is used to initialize Places A, B, and C to zeros. 
This is demonstrated in the next example, the logical AND, as 
shown in Figure 19. 
LOGICAL AND 
Figure 19 
32 
A-B *C 
A B A^B 
o o o 
o 1 o 
i o o 
I 1 l 
Figure 19 (Continued) 
Notice that the trigger circuit initializes the net.   The initializing 
Transitions  have  output-arcs  that  go  the  "junk"  however  it  is 
conceivable that at least some of these outputs could control other 
nets  or  be  used  as  counters  to  tally passes  through  this net. 
Although this net appears more involved than the OR net this is 
true only because the initialization is shown. It operates similarly 
to the OR net except for Transition t,v    In order for !■-» to 13* 13 
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become enabled a quick check of the net shows that both Places A 
and B need a Token. Otherwise t^ never becomes enabled, and 
t|4 fires emitting a done signal leaving Place C without a Token. 
LOGICAL NOT 
TfttCCff* 
<? c 
o 1 
1 o 
Figure 20 
The logical NOT net is shown in Figure 20.   Place C is left with 
the complement, of whatever Place C contains when the done signal 
is emitted. 
The   logical   NOR   (Figure   21)   and   logical   NANO   (Figure   22) 
demonstrates how two functions can be combined. 
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LOGICAL NOR 
OR NOT 
XNWT 
TMftSgH 
A + B- 
A B A+B 
o o 1 
o 1 o 
I o O 
I 
1 
o 
Figure 21 
The logical NAND is similar. 
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LOGICAL NANO 
AND 
XMPOT 
NOT 
OUTPUT 
DONG 
A-B- 
A B A-B 
o o 1 
o 1 1 
1 o 1 
1 1 O 
Figure 22 
Both the'NANO and NOR examples also demonstrate modularized 
functions. If each function is made to perform properly then a 
number of different modules can be combined. As more complicated 
Petri^ets are designed, this is the only way they can be understood 
and made to perform correctly. 
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EXCLUSIVE OR 
SpkoS E    <a> 
A©B—-»C 
A B A©B 
o o o 
o i l 
1 o 1 
1 1 o 
Figure 23 
The exclusive OR net shown in Figure 23 is similar to the OR net 
given before.   If both Places A and B have Tokens, Places E and 
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F will eventually have one Token each. Now ty will drain Place E 
and F before the lower priority tg and tj can fire. Of course, 
this disables tg and to so t|Q fires leaving Place C without a Token 
and emitting a done signal. Conversely if either Place A or Place B, 
but not both, had a Token \-j would never become enabled, allowing 
to or to to fire. Then tiQ fires, emits a done signal, and Place C 
is left with a Token. 
The following example, a comparator, is actually an extension of 
the exclusive OR logical net (see Figure 24). It is used with 
modification in examples of statements (FOR, IF-THEN-EL5E, 
CASE, etc.) examined later in this thesis. 
COMPARATOR 
TlUftCtf* 
Figure 24 
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Unlike the previous examples where Places A and B are normally 
restricted to one Token each, Places A and B in this net can take 
on any positive integer values. The result of the comparison (when 
a done signal is emitted) will be a Token in the appropriate Place* 
A>B, A<B, or A = B. The other two will have no Tokens. Notice 
a new function and slight modification of the trigger circuit in this 
net. Trigger Place I has no Arc returning the trigger Token, rather 
the Token can be considered to be delivered to Place J, thus 
avoiding t.,. This is important when A"AB. If the number of 
Tokens in Place A equals the number of Tokens in Place B (written 
IAI = IB I) then eventually tio will completely drain both Places G 
and H. The only enabled Transition will then be ti,. Firing ti, 
puts a Token in Place A=B and a Token in Place J. Then t.-, fires 
emitting a done signal. However, if lAI^IBI, tjj will completely 
arain only one of the Places G or H. The Place still containing 
at least one Token will result in its corresponding Transition (tj^ 
or t|5> being enabled and fired resulting in the remaining Tokens 
being placed in the appropriate Place K or L Notice the 
configuration attached to Place K and L, as shown in Figure 25. 
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<*) tr 
cai 
Tit     « 
Figure 25 \ 
Transitions t.g and t.o have higher priority then the other enabled 
Transitions t,,, t™ anc' f2r '* enabled, tip and t.« serve the 
function of draining their corresponding Place to one Token. For 
example, assume Place K has 5 Tokens since IAI was greater then 
IBI by 5. Then tjg would be enabled and have the highest priority. 
The Marking, in Place K, would decrease in the following steps 
with exhaustive firing of t,ft.     (&,{&&>(&&)• 
When K is reduced to one Token, tjg is no longer enabled. Notice 
on each firing, Transition t.g "absorbs" one Token. 
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The same principle would apply to Place L if IAKIBI.   Without 
this configuration, it is possible that Place J could receive more 
than one trigger Token which could upset subsequent nets on the 
triggering path.    Now t^ or t£| will fire resulting in one Token 
being placed in Place J and the appropriate Place A>B or A<B 
receiving one Token. Transition t|y then fires emitting a done 
signal. 
Petri-Nets that model statements will now be considered. These 
statements follow the syntax used in PASCAL. 
Remember that trigger initialization is not usually included, to 
avoid complicating the diagrams. As with the comparator, most 
Places can contain any positive integer value. Several assignment 
(arithmetic) statements will be demonstrated first. 
S t= S + A 
TfUGGC* 
Figure 26 
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In Figure 26, the original initialization would clear Places A and 
S. In subsequent uses of this net, for increasing I SI, only Place A 
would be cleared (if necessary). 
S := A + B 
TRIGGER 
Figure 27 
The operation of the net shown in Figure 27 is straightforward. 
Both of the above nets are arithmetic summing nets. The following 
nets are arithmetic multiplication nets. 
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P t=   N2 
TMOOIR 
Figure 28 
In Figure 28, exhaustive firing of t. produces two copies of N. 
The one copy, controlled by t? and t-> is repeatedly added to P 
(and restored by t^) as many times as the other copy, which is of 
course also N, directs using tq and t,. Transition \-, serves to 
restore the original N and tQ emits the done signal leaving N 
additions of N in Place P. 
*3 
P t=   A X B 
rmsaK 
Figure 29 
The operation of the net shown in Figure 29 is similar to the 
arithmetic square net given previously.   In other words it calculates 
B additions of A leaving this result in Place P.    An interesting 
point concerning both multiplication nets is that each one can be 
considered to haw» two triqqer circuits.   One is the normal trigger 
circuit consisting of ty and tg.    This in turn controls the second 
trigger-type circuit consisting of t~, t., t5 and t,.   Notice in the 
normal   trigger  circuit   only one  Token   is  used.     In  the other 
trigger-type circuit, more than one Token can be in use.    This 
multiple trigger-type circuit is used in later examples, particularly 
in the FOR statement. 
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s «* 1A - BI 
A/ ar> ca) 
TRIGGER DONE 
Figure 30 
In Figure 30, transition tg drains one of the two Places S or E. 
Transition  ty then  insures that the remaining value will be in 
Ploce S. 
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EVEN OR ODD 
TRI66ER POKE 
Figure 31 
Figure 31 shows an "Even or Odd" net. 
IF A EVEN THEN R := 0 
IF A ODD THEN R := I 
D := A DIV 2 
R := A MOD 2 
(MOD 2 DIVISION) 
Transition to drains Place C down to either I Token or no Tokens. 
Place D is simply a counter that tallies the number of times a 
group of two is contained in Place C (MOD 2 Division). Place R 
receives the results after MOD 2 Division. 
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Many of the above examples will be incorporated, with slight 
modification, into the statements that are to follow. The PASCAL 
FOR,  IF-THEN-ELSE,  and  CASE statements  will   be  examined. 
FOR STATEMENT 
FOR N: = A TO B   DO 
FOR N: = A DOWN TO B   DO 
6&0& 
TRIGGCR 
In Figure 32, Places E and F will eventually be copies of Places 
A and B. The Transition TQ with its higher priority will drain 
Place E if IAI > IBI or Place F if IAK IBI. In other words 
exhaustive firing of tQ and then t? results in IBI - IAI In 
Place F (read, the absolute value of the number of Tokens in 
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Place B minus  the number of  Tokens  in  Place A).     The only 
Transition enabled is t,.   Firing t, places a Token in Place N and 
also then allows t? to drain Place F. Now Place N has  IBI - IAI ♦ I 
Tokens.    Transition t j.  can then act as a multiple trigger-type 
circuit mentioned before to "do something N times."   Assuming all 
Transitions in "do something N times" are of higher priority then 
t|Q, the original trigger functions only to announce when looping 
is completed, (See Figure 33). 
S:sS*A PisAXB 
JUNK 
FOUNtc 
A To-B DO 
 * 
n«ui 
TRICCCA ' 
-w  |rwr«i» 
Figure 33 
Nested loops are possible as shown in Figure 34. 
S:sS*A 
I )T#EDO 
FoRN:s 
A POWMTOB1>O 
■     frPOH* 
TftttGtR' ——rjjww* 
JUNK 
Figure 34 
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IF-THEN-ELSE STATEMENT 
If (B s I = TRUE) THEN "DO SOMETHING" 
ELSE "DO SOMETHING ELSE"     (I.e. B = 0) 
TR1KCR 
~ fa. 
Figure 35 
Figure 35 shows the If-Then-Else Net. Place B acts as a Boolean 
receptor. It could receive, for example, a one (true) or a zero 
(false) from a comparator (see Figure 36). 
COMPARATOR XF~THgM<»Cft.SC 
Figure 36 
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SI, S2, S3 are machine selects for equalities. In above diagram 
if A&B the then nOO SOMETHING" will be performed.   Otherwise 
# 
Place  B  in  the  IF-THEN-ELSE  net  will  not  receive a Token. 
Transition \^ will fire and "do something else" will be performed. 
Transition \^ is used only if the "do something else" is empty (i.c 
no transitions enabled).  Trigger initialization of comparator output, 
SI, S2, and S3 will be required although not shown.    In above 
example if Place A>B has a Token, at the completion of the 
IF-THEN-ELSE, Places A> B, S2, and S3 will all contain residual 
Tokens. 
Because of the complexity of a CASE statement, a modular approach 
will be used for demonstration. 
The first module will be a comparator modified so that Place B 
is not restored during operation of the comparator, and outputs are 
A#B and A = B. The second module as shown in Figure 37 will 
be a case constant (CO module. 
*CONSMIT OUT 
TRt€«fR 
TRJCttR 
Figure 37 
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The third module as shown in Figure 38, is a Selector Module, 
FROM (5) 
COMPARATOR 
SYSTCH 
COMPARATOR,, 
 >\*B 
SY»r«M 
Figure 38 
For the following example, the case statements are arbitrarily 
numbered 10, 20, and 30. I is to be assigned. This example is 
indeed difficult to follow. In fact, after designing the modules, 
the entire net was drawn on a large blackboard and of course 
several "bugs" were found and corrected. A brief description of 
its operation will follow the diagram, however as mentioned before, 
a large diagram with some method of actually moving Tokens 
(pencil, erasers, or if drawn .on blackboard easily erasable marks 
with  chalk),  is  the only way to understand its total operation. 
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CASE STATEMENT 
END OP 
srsTsimniccti^ 
Figure 39 
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Notice that when triggered, the CC module delivers a copy of the 
constant to the B Place of the comparator. It also supplies a 
trigger for the comparator and a trigger for its corresponding 
selector. The selector has two important functions. It will receive 
tokens from the comparator only if triggered and will deliver a 
triggering token to the correct Place. Notice that after completion, 
the selector is compietly disabled and initialized for the next Case 
system execution. 
Operation: The system trigger initializes Ploce A of the comparator 
and then transfers the value of I to the comparator. It then 
triggers the first CC module to deliver its constant to the 
comparator. The CC module also supplies the comparator trigger, 
and a selector trigger. The comparator then compares I with the 
constant of the first CC module. If they are unequal, the 
corresponding selector will accept mis' Token and send a trigger 
Token to the next CC module and the operation repeats starting 
with the next CC module. If they are equal, the selector accepts 
the. Token from the comparator and delivers a trigger Token to 
the corresponding statement. Notice that at any given time only 
one selector is triggered and only this selector can receive Tokens 
from the comparator. Similarly the remaining CC modules are 
treated sequentially. 
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If an equality is found the corresponding statement is triggered 
and when complete delivers a "done" Token to the "done" Place of 
the entire Case statement. Likewise if no equality is found the 
last selector delivers a "done" Token, but no statement is performed 
and the Case system delivers a "done". 
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CONCURRENT PROCESSES 
In an ordinary sequential process consisting of several operations 
arranged in a predefined order, each individual operation is 
completed before the following operation is started. This proceeds 
step-wise through the process until completion. With two sequential 
processes, one is always completed first and then the other can 
begin execution. In concurrent processes, however, one process 
can be in a state of execution when a second process begins 
execution. In other words execution times of two or more processes 
can overlap. Generally the control of these processes is 
asynchronous. That is, there is no inherent use of time to control 
the sequence of operations or processes. Due to many factors, 
process one may begin execution before, during or after process 
two. This asynchronous behavior which can be modeled by Petri- 
Nets reflects a real-world situation where operations take variable 
amounts of time. When synchronization is necessary Petri-Nets 
can also model this requirement. Figure 40 is a slightly modified 
example taken from Peterson (2) and demonstrates these properties. 
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A New Job Enters 
The System (Cardreoder, etc) 
The Processor 
is Idle 
A Job Leaves the 
System (Printer, etc). 
Figure 40 
Notice that Transition ^2 ac*s ^ a synchronizing Transition.    A 
job must be on the input list and the processor must be idle before 
the job can be processed.   The Transitions arP asynchronous since 
they may fire at  any time depending on availability of a card 
reader or printer, processor status and vary amounts of time needed 
to process a job. 
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Notice also the inherent concurrency of this system. While the 
operation "a job is being processed" is executing operations "a new 
job enter the system" and "a job leaves the system** can be in 
execution. There is however underlying order in this asynchronous 
concurrent example besides synchronizing transition t^ At start 
up a new job has to enter the system and be processed before a 
job can leave the system. But there is no constraint as to the 
amount of time required for this sequence of operations. 
A more elaborate example of concurrency is found In 
multiprogramming. Unlike sequential programming, two or more 
processors may be working simultaneously on different parts of a 
given program. As can be imagined not all parts of a program 
can be run concurrently, (for example two operations that alter 
the value of a variable), so there exists several control techniques 
and mechanisms in multiprogramming to prevent undesired 
interactions in the program. These techniques and mechanisms are 
discussed and Petri-Net structures are used to model their behavior. 
Although Hansen (3) does hot use Petri-Nets to illustrate the 
concepts he discusses in his paper, the following techniques and 
mechanisms of multiprogramming are from his paper. 
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The concurrent statement (Hansen credits this to Dijkstra in 1965). 
Cobegin SI;S2;..~Sn Coend 
is independent concurrency in that all statements can be executed 
concurrently. That is if there were n processors available all the 
statements SI to Sn could be in execution simultaneously. The 
statements act on disjoint sets of variables and run, independently 
of each other. Figure 41 is the model of this technique. As long 
as a processor is available (allocation of processor is not distinctly 
modeled) the statements can begin, execution without concern as 
to the status of other statements  in the concurrent statement. 
Hansen then discusses "Timing Signals." In the case where 
concurrent processes interact (i.e. alter a common variable, share 
a common peripheral device, etc.) some method of controlling these 
requests must be implemented in the program. 
For this purpose he divides individual processes in the program into 
two categories:    those that produce or send a sequence of data 
item signals, and those that receive and consume the signals.   Since 
the "data  items cannot be received faster than they are sent," 
some method to delay further execution of a receiving process is 
necessary until the sender produces another data item.    Hansen 
then   describes   various   types   of   synchronizing   signals   called 
interrupts, wait events and cause events. 
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Ready for 
Concurrent Statement 
Number of Processors 
Available 
Ready for 
SI;S2;MSn 
A Statement 
Begins 
Processing 
A Statement 
is Being 
Processed 
Processing 
is Complete 
SI;S2;MSn 
Done 
Concurrent 
Statement 
Done 
Figure 41 
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Figure 42 shows the modeling of cause and await signals. 
Process Process 
Await Event 
(Receive Signal 
That Data Item 
Is Available) 
Figure 42 
Process A could be a simple loop that increments the value of a 
variable.  With each loop, firing t~ returns the loop to its beginning 
and at the same time sends a signal.   Notice that in Process B ty 
cannot fire until it receives the signal from Process A that this 
data item is available.    Since in this case, Place C is a "Safe" 
Place, an arbiter will preferentially fire *2 '* °°th tj and t£ are 
enabled. 
Many other varieties are available.   For example depending on the 
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process involved, a queue could be used to store Input signals and 
output these signals when requested. 
Hansen then defines "Critical Regions" in concurrent processes that 
refer to the same shared variable and formulates the assumption 
of mutual exclusion; at most one process at a time can be Inside 
a critical region. He claims the mutual exclusion problem inspired 
Dijkstra and Scholten to invent semaphores. The control of critical 
regions is implemented by the operations "Wait" and "Signal" applied 
to a variable of type semaphore: 
Wait (A); SI ;S2;....Sn;   Signal (A) 
In the above structure, semaphore A protects some variable that 
is referenced or altered in statements SI;S2;..~Sn of this process 
and is also referenced or altered at least one other place in a 
concurrent     process,     say     statements     Sk;Sk+l;....Sm. In 
multiprogramming it is necessary that only one set of these 
statements can be in execution at a time. The operations "Wait" 
and "Signal" act as gating mechanisms that determine whether a 
given set of statements can be entered. These operations work on 
a semaphore denoted by S. In the following discussion the semaphore 
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S con be either A, B, or C. Furthermore in this cose the semaphore 
can take only the integer values I, or 0 and at the start of the 
program, all are initialized to the value of I. The operations 
"Wait" and ••Signal" are demonstrated by the following: 
Operation Wait (S); 
If S =  I  then immediately set S = 0    and exit (allowing 
the program to enter critical region). 
ELSE 
Continue to test for S = I (do not exit, so program cant 
enter critical region). 
Operation Signal (S); 
Set S = I 
Notice the word "immediately" in operation Wait. The method of 
testing S and if necessary, its change to zero must be one 
undecomposable instruction. Also only one processor at a time can 
have access to a given semaphore.    So in the original example: 
Wait (A); SI;S2;....Sn;   Signal (A); 
at 
when a processor meets Wait (A) the semaphore A Is tested and 
if found to be equal to 0, the statements that follow (in this case 
SI;S2;M..Sn) can not be entered (since somewhere else in the 
program, statements are being executed by a second processor that 
alter a variable common to statements SI;S2;M..Sn). However, if 
or when A becomes one, then it is immediately set to zero by the 
waiting processor and the execution of statements SI;S2;....Sn 
begins. When execution of these statements is completed Signal 
(A) returns the value of A to one. 
In the following more complicated example, there are three 
processes. They could, for example, represent reading a file, 
updating, and outputing the file, respectively. The important point 
here is that there may be interactions between these processes 
which must be controlled. 
For example, assume variables X, Y, and Z are shared by two or 
more of the processes. Each variable will be protected by a 
semaphore. 
c 
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<u Protected By 
Vor Semaphore 
X A 
Y B 
Z C 
In the following program, the line numbers are used strictly for 
the explanation that follows and do not imply any type or order 
to the program. Also except for a given process, the sequential 
numbering of the statements should not be taken to imply order 
in the program. 
PROGRAM UPDATE: 
Cobegin 
Line      Begin (Comment - Process I) 
1. Wait (A); SI;S2jS3; Signal (A); 
2. S4;S5;S6;S7;S8;S9;SI0;SII;SI2 
3. Wait (B); SI3jSI4; Signal (B); 
End (Comment - Process I) 
6k 
Line     Begin (Comment - Process II) 
4. Walt (C); 
5. Wait (A); SI5;SI6;SI7; Signal (A); 
6. SI8;SI9;S20;S2I; 
7. Wait (B); S22;S23; Signal (B); 
8. Signal (C); 
End; (Comment - Process II) 
Begin (Comment - Process III) 
9. S24;S25 
10. Wait (C); S26;S27;       Signal (C); 
End; (Comment - Process III) 
Coend 
Notice that variables X and Y are shared by processes I and II, 
and variable Z by processes II and III. Notice also lines I and 5 
represent critical regions with respect to X, lines 3 and 7 with 
respect to Y and finally lines 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 with respect 
to Z.   As can be seen critical regions can be nested as in process 
11. Although there are many ways the program could execute due 
to its inherent concurrency, a few comments are helpful. 
1.   If line I is executing, any line of processes II and III 
except line 5 can begin or be in the process of execution. 
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That  is  line   I  of process   I  and line 5 of process II 
reference or alter the shared Variable X, hence line I 
and 5 are similar critical regions in their respective 
processes. 
2. If line 7 (critical region with respect to Y) is executing, 
it is itself within another critical region (with respect 
to Z).  Therefore lines 3 and 10 can not begin execution. 
3. Lines 2 and 9 are unrestricted in that they have a 
mutually disjoint set of variables and also their variables 
are disjoint from the remainder of the program. 
Figure 43 shows the Petri-Net model of the semaphore control for 
this program. Notice the net models the undecomposable aspect 
of the ••Wait" operation in that once a Wait (A) Transition fires, 
all other Wait (A) Transitions are instantaneously disabled. In this 
control net, mutual exclusion is implemented by Transitions in 
conflict, a useful configuration for this type of behavior. As Hansen 
points out, the techniques of multiprogramming require better 
language concepts. Perhaps the application of Petri-Net theory 
can aid in their development. 
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6 
Process III 
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Figure 43 
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COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
A tool useful for analyzing Petri-Nets is a computer program 
designed to "run" a Petri-Net. Two such programs were written 
and are described in more detail in the appendix. In order to 
develop a program to run a given Petri-Net some way of expressing 
the net in terms the computer can understand is necessary. It was 
decided to express the net in terms of the Transitions and original 
Marking. Associated with each Transition is two sets of integers. 
The first set is the amount of Tokens required in each Place to 
enable that Transition. The second set is the change of Marking 
in each Place should that Transition fire. Figure 44 shows a simple 
net with an original Marking of (A,B»C/ = \2,0,0y . The net is 
expressed by the accompanying chart. The chart shows all the 
information needed to describe the given net and this information 
can be readily used in a program. 
Program FINDSEQUENCE (see Appendix) recursively determines all 
possible firing sequences of a given net with the constraint that 
each Transition must fire exactly once. This is not unusual for 
control of an assembly-line process, wherein each step of a process 
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must be performed once and only once.   An example of a process 
of this type is modeled in Figure 45 and represents the net used 
to control the automated assembly of a circuit board. 
Assume the assembly line is circular with individual stations for 
each process (represented by Transitions I through 9.) One small 
corner of the board is used to record a code as each transition 
fires. For example, if a board comes under the station that attaches 
the capacitors and the capacitors were attached earlier, the code 
on that board would instruct that station not to attach capacitors. 
Meanwhile other steps may be carried out on other boards while 
this particular board is setting idle at the "attach capacitors station" 
(Transition #5). In this manner many boards can be worked .upon 
simultaneously. And if one step (say for example soldering 
(Transition if6) takes longer this will not cause a, longer than 
necessary, delay since steps are being performed on other boards. 
The original Marking shown in the diagram is the minimum possible 
marking for construction of one complete board. Ten sequences 
were requested and the net data and original marking Was read by 
the program.     The program output  for these ten sequences  is: 
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» 
f2» f3» f4» f5» f 
» *2» f3» f4» f5» f 
» t2, t3, t^, t5, t 
* *2» f3» f4» f7» f 
, t2, t3, t4, t?, t 
' 
f2» f3» V *7» f 
' 
f2» f3' f5' V f 
» t2, t3, t5, t4, t 
» 
f2» f3» f5» f4' f 
» *2» f3» f5» f7» * 
6* f7» 
7» f6» 
7' f8» 
5» f6» 
5' f8» 
8» f5» 
6' f7' 
7' f6' 
7' f8' 
4' f6' 
♦8' f9> 
f
* *9> 
*8» *9> 
V *9> 
f8' f9> 
V f9> 
V *9> 
*8» f9> 
And the resulting Marking for each firing sequence was the same 
with a one in Place N and a zero in every other Place. This 
resulting Marking indicates that one board is completely assembled 
and removed from the line. 
Many possibilities suggest themselves; 
Perhaps by examining all possible sequences and assigning time 
values to the steps in the process, it may be determined that the 
soldering step (Transition 06) is the limiting factor and two soldering 
stations are required to optimize efficiency. By a similar method, 
it may be determined that the maximum number of boards, at any 
given time, on the assembly line should be limited. At any rate 
Program  FINOSEQUENCE  is  a tool  for analyzing this process. 
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It Is easily seen that minor modifications to Program 
FINDSEQUENCE would allow more than one firing of selected 
transitions. It would also be possible to have a sequence without 
having the restriction that all transitions must fire. This might 
be necessary in a process that, for example, paints an object. It 
may be painted either blue or green but certainly not both. 
The second program RANDOMSEQUENCE (see appendix) does not 
have the constraint that each Transition must fire exactly once. 
This program inputs the net data and outputs a random firing 
sequence. Figure 46 shows a simple net with the accompanying 
chart of net data. 
The data was read by the program with a request to generate four 
random     firing    sequences. Unlike    the    previous    program 
RANDOMSEQUENCE outputs the Marking after each Transition 
fires, rather than just the final Marking. The four random sequences 
are given in Figure 47. The row of numbers next to each fired 
Transition (FT-NUM) is  the Marking after that Transition fires. 
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MARKING 
FT-NUM                               A B C        D 
SEQUENCE #\ i 
1 2          1 
2 1          1 
2 0         1 
3 0         0 
No more Transitions enabled. 
14 random numbers generated 
0 0 
1 0 
2 0 
1          1 
SEQUENCE 02 
1 2 
2 1 
2 0 
3 0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 0 
1 0 
2 0 
1          1 
No more Transitions enabled. 
9 random numbers generated. 
SEQUENCE //3 
2 I 
0 2 
No more Transitions enabled. 
6 random numbers generated. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
SEQUENCE #4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
No more Transitions enabled. 
6 random numbers generated. 
I 
2 
3 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Figure 47 
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So the four firing sequences ore: 
t t|   t2, t2, t^ For sequence #1 tit *2* *2» *3^ 'r°r $e<luence *2 
(t.t t.^ For sequence 03 
(*2» *2* f2* f2^ For se<Juence *^ 
Notice that the first two sequences are in the same order. The 
random numbers generated, in the range of the number of 
Transitions, is used to fire the corresponding Transition. If the 
Transition is not enabled, nothing happens and the next random 
number is generated. Although the first two sequences are in the 
same order, the first sequence took fourteen attempts at firing 
Transitions (i.e. ten of these attempts were disabled Transitions) 
whereas the second took nine attempts (i.e. five were disabled 
Transitions). This models real world behavior of Processes, in this 
case represented by the firing sequence (t|, t2» t2» T3/ , taking 
variable amounts of time to complete. Program RANDOM- 
SEQUENCE can be used to evaluate the properties of a net, each 
Transition of which should have equal probability of being selected. 
An example would be a net that controls timesharing on a computer. 
Both programs are lacking in that each selects which Transition 
will   fire,   if  enabled,  by  only  one  method.      FINOSEQUENCE 
n 
essentially uses a sequential method and RANDOMSEQUENCE uses 
a random method of selection. In more complex models several 
methods for firing Transitions may be indicated. Of course a 
program could be written that would input, along with the data 
for each Transition, the firing method to be used. 
Figure 48 shows a net modeling, a time-sharing process on a 
computer. Places A, B, and C represent the time-sharers with 
three, two, and three requests respectively. Examination of the 
net shows that any one method of firing Transitions would be time 
wasting. Ideally Transitions t., t, and tg should be randomly 
selected so each time-sharer has equal probability of being selected 
and his request processed (assuming no priority ratings). After a 
prearranged delay Transitions t^, tj and t^ would be pulsed 
sequentially until an enabled Transition is fired, at which time 
sequential movement through the cycle t^, tj, tg would halt. Then 
once again tj, t2» t3 would be randomly pulsed and another request 
processed. After the delay mentioned above, sequential movement 
through the cycle t^, ty tfi would resume. This sequential-cycle 
method would be given each time-sharer equal processor time. 
Transitions ty, tg, tj would use a fire-when-enabled method and 
because of this would have maximum priority over the other 
Transitions. 
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A Request 
Is Being 
Processed 
H 
A System Request 
is Completed 
Figure 48 
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The "request complete signal" is a module which when directed by 
the processor, emits a signal to Transitions ty, t„ and to. Because 
of their fire-when-enabled status, not only is a "system request 
complete" acknowledged but if Places E, F or G have a Token, it 
will be drained and the corresponding time-sharer has one less 
request. If processing is not complete when the sequential method 
pulses t*, tc and tx, then data is saved, processing interrupted and 
control turned over to the random method which selects the next 
time-sharer. 
Programs with the capability of selecting individual firing methods 
will necessarily be more complicated than FINOSEQUENCE or 
RANDOMSEQUENCE. A need for this type of program is indicated 
whenever an attempt is made to evaluate a more complicated real 
world Petri-Net model. 
There is ongoing research that vses Petri-Nets to model ordinary 
sequential processes. Then the nets are modified to study the 
effect of introducing concurrency whenever possible. _ These 
techniques are covered in Shapiro and Saint's paper (4). In this 
paper they go into detail on the use of Petri-Nets modeling a 
FORTRAN Do loop on a CDC 66100 Computer. The purpose was 
to determine how the generation of object code could be maximized 
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(Optimized) to introduce as much concurrency as possible, utilizing 
the inherent concurrent abilities of the CDC 6600. It was successful 
as were attempts with other processes. This, of course, had the 
advantage of reducing execution times. As can be imagined the 
nets are large and complicated. One of them contains more than 
eighty Places and thirty-five Transitions and represents only the 
6600 central processors constraints in performing the mapping 
defined by the FORTRAN Do loop. As Shapiro and Saint point out 
these techniques are used to optimize the processes on a computer 
with some concurrent capabilities. They hope the techniques they 
are developing will improve the design of new computers resulting 
in even greater concurrent capabilities. 
The "Scoreboard," part of the central processor of the CDC 6600, 
is the control unit responsible for its concurrent capabilities (5). 
By the use of "designators" and "identifiers" the scoreboard keeps 
track of concurrent operations. For example the Add unit is 
designated Octal 17. Separate registers are "reserved" for use with 
the Add unit and specified by identifiers. When needed, a "busy 
flag" is sei and execution commences. If at this time the Boolean 
unit is needed (Octal 04) a quick check of the scoreboard enables 
the processor to decide whether concurrent operation is possible. 
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If so, reservations are mode, the Boolean bus/ flag Is set and 
concurrent operation commences. If a check of the scoreboard 
Indicates that the Boolean unit needs the value in one of the 
registers reserved for the executing odd unit, the scoreboard directs 
the Boolean unit not to start until this register becomes available 
when the add unit releases control. The discussion of the scoreboard 
is reminiscent of timing signals discussed previously. Although 
there was no mention of Petri-Nets in Thornton's book (5) it appears 
that Petri-Nets may have been used to model the behavior of the 
scoreboards in the CDC 6600. 
As practical limitations on computer speed is being approached, 
the next phase in shortening execution times will be concurrent 
programming. Multiprogramming, however, is a budding science 
and according to Hansen (3) is not yet adequate for the design of 
large multiprogramming systems such as operating systems or 
compilers in which concurrent processes could significantly reduce 
average execution times. 
It is likely that the need for multiprogramming techniques will 
provide the impetus for more research into Petri-Net theory. 
> 
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OTHER APPLICATIONS 
Although any modification of Petri's original definition (Petri Petri- 
Net) can be considered an extended Petri-Net, these extensions 
simplify modeling with Petri-Nets. And the extensions described 
up to this point have been shown to be equivalent to the original 
Petri Petri-Net (2). Most papers refer to these extended nets as 
Petri-Nets without commenting on the distinction. These extensions 
also allow modeling of other systems. 
Figure 49 shows a Petri-Net modeling the behavior of a chemical 
reaction. 
FeA T, 
fc^H 
Figure 49 
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This net models the chemical combining properties of iron and 
oxygen. When iron is oxidized by oxygen three normal possibilities 
exist and are represented by the following balanced equations: 
1. 2 Fe + 02 ^ 2 FeO 
where the valence of iron becomes +2 
, r" —\ 
2. 4 Fe + 3 02 ^ 2 Fe203 
where the valence of iron becomes +3 
3. FeO + Fe203-—2* Fe3°4 
where the valence of iron becomes a resonant 
form varying between +2 and +3 
Under normal  conditions  iron  usually  reacts in all  three ways 
producing a mixture of the above products.   However by controlling 
the conditions one product can be produced.    This is represented 
in the model by the Transitions.   Since tj has a greater input-rank 
it appears that an abundance of oxygen would favor the formation 
of Fe203 via equation two. And conversely the lack of an abundance 
of oxygen would favor FeO via equation one.   This is certainly the 
case although other factors such as heat play important roles.   With 
the original marking shown tj could fire followed by t^    This 
would produce two molecules of Fe2Oo and two molecules of FeO. 
Transition t-j represents the formation of one molecule of Fe^O^ 
from one molecule each of the FeO and Fe20^.   Hence the model 
is consistent with the balanced equations.  Because there is no way 
the Transitions can model the real world conditions necessary to 
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force equations into completion, this use of Fetri-Nets is of 
ocademic interest (demonstrating the properties of iron) and would 
not normally be used to determine ways to force the equations it 
models. 
Petri-Nets could be used to model complex procedures found in 
manufacturing plants. Figure 50 shows a model of one such 
procedure. Transition t. requires the device to be ordered by a 
customer, and the parts necessary for its construction to be in 
stock before assembly can begin. Transition tj shows that the part 
must be in stock, customer credit approved and inventory control 
updated before the order is sent to shipping. The order for the 
device is then shipped one of three ways. Notice there is a large 
amount of inherent concurrency in the many processes involved. 
By modeling this procedure the many different firing sequences can 
be examined. If inadequacies are found for various sequences the 
net and subsequently the procedure could be modified to eliminate 
these problems. For example, with the present model it is possible 
for the device to be assembled, depleting the inventory of parts 
I, 2 and 3 when the device is on order, and after assembly the 
credit check comes unapproved. Depending on the turnover for 
this device it may be desirable to restructure the model so the 
device does not begin assembly until credit to approved.   Also in 
Device 
on Order 
Port     Port 
#1        #2 
Port 
#3 
Assemble Device 
Part 
in Stock 
Inventory 
Control 
Update 
Order Sent to 
Shipping 
Ship 
Motor 
Freight 
Figure 50 
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the present model a device that takes a long assembly time might 
require inventory control update as the parts are used in assembly 
to improve on the reliability of inventory figures. By modeling 
the procedure with Petri-Nets on a flat piece of paper, objects 
simulating Tokens can be physically moved around the paper, and 
the various operating sequences observed and discussed. 
When designing the models for sequential processes, the attempt 
was futile until the trigger mechanism was implemented. The 
problem is basically related to the movement of Tokens through 
the simple marked net of Figure 51. 
Figure 51 
A check readily shows that the only order of firing the Transitions 
tj  and t2 which results in the marked net of Figure 52 (which 
represents a transfer of Tokens from Place A to Place C with 
Place A restored) is the sequence  {tj, tj, t|, t^ t-j, t^    . 
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f, fcHH© 
Figure 52 
And further attempts to achieve this result using conflict structures 
and more Transitions or Places, just complicated the problem and 
also proved futile. Although not proved I suspect it is impossible 
to consistently achieve the above result using any intervening 
Petri-Net structure between Place A and Place C (excluding a 
trigger network, of course.) 
An extension to Petri-Nets not included in previous discussion is 
an inhibitor arc (2). This arc will disable a Transition if the Place 
from which it originates contains one or more Tokens. It is drawn 
with a small circle at its end, instead of the normal arrow head. 
Figure 53 shows two marked nets. In Figure 53a the Transition is 
disabled.   In Figure 53b it is enabled. 
In the original marked net of Figure 51 the inclusion of an inhibitor, 
as shown in Figure 54, would consistently result In the marking of 
Figure 52. 
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Figure 53a 
Figure 53b 
MD^MQ 
Figure 54 
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Notice with this simple net the inhibitor arc simply results in the 
only firing sequence being(tj, t|, tj, t2, t2» t2), since t2 cannot 
fire until Place A is empty of .Tokens. 
Figure 55 shows the sequential example S:=A+B (for comparison see 
Figure 27).  No trigger circuit or Transition priorities are required. 
&=A+B 
Figure 55 
Peterson (2) says, 
"The addition of inhibitor arcs is a 
major extension of the concept of 
Petri-nets. Agerwala has shown that 
Petri nets extended in this manner 
have the modeling power of a Turing 
machine.....n 
Petri-Nets have been used to model and study formal languages. 
The Transitions are labeled and represent the finite alphabet. There 
is a finite set of initial markings and a set of final markings. With 
these constraints the firing sequences define a set of strings over 
the alphabet. 
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The set of all these strings Is a Petri-Net language (2). Varieties 
of Petri-Net languages result when using different labeling functions 
or when classified according to the set of final Markings. Figure 56 
is taken from Peterson's paper and shows the relationships between 
Petri-Net languages and other formal languages. The arrow in the 
figure indicates proper containment. 
TYPE-O I 
CONTEXT-SENSITIVE 
PETRI-NET CONTEXT- 
LANGUAGES \ ^    FREE i yi 
REGULAR ir » BOUNDED 
LANGUAGES CONTEXT-FREE 
Figure 56 
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Peterson says, 
"It should be pointed out that this 
entire approach to Petri nets and 
languages may represent an approach 
from a wrong direction: Petri nets 
were designed to represent concurrent 
activity, yet the representation of a 
Petri net execution by a string forces 
all activity to be represented serially, 
incorrectly implying a total ordering 
between events." 
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MATHEMATICAL THEORY AND CONJECTURE 
In a given Petri-Net intended to model a real system, all possible 
firing sequences and Markings must be consistent with the true 
behavior of the system. Simple nets can be evaluated by observation 
and trial-and-error methods to determine whether or not they 
accurately represent the system being modeled. However, when 
real-world systems are modeled, evaluation by these methods is 
usually impossible (the Petri-Net used to model just the mapping 
of a FORTRAN Do loop in the CPU of the CDC 6600 contains 
over 80 Places and over 35 Transitions.) With nets of this 
complexity, the use of a computer is indicated.    The problem is 
t 
designing an algorithm that systematically examines the net for a 
given property. More fundamental is the question as to whether 
or not the algorithm can even exist. For this reason Petri-Nets 
have been the target of mathematical research. 
Vector addition systems, developed separately from Petri-Nets, are 
also used to model asynchronous systems. They too have been the 
target of mathematical research. Fortunately they are equivalent 
to Petri-Nets (2) so any results given in terms of vector addition 
systems can be applied to Petri-Nets.   Vector replacement systems 
n 
are also used to model asynchronous systems and are based on 
generalizations of the concepts of vector addition systems and 
Petri-Nets (6). 
Since vector addition systems and vector replacement systems are 
mathematical constructs, using vectors to define the Marking and 
Transitions, they are readily amenable to mathematical analysis. 
As a result of this research some Petri-Net problems have been 
resolved, others have not. 
Perhaps the most important problem is the reachability problem: 
Given a Petri-Net with.a Marking M, is a Marking M(. reachable 
from M. The Marking M could be the original Marking and M» the 
Marking of a disallowed state. Fortunately the problem was found 
to be decidable and algorithms were developed. One such algorithm 
for which Keller (6) credits R. M. Karp and R. E. Miller is called 
the reachability tree algorithm. The input to the algorithm is a 
vector replacement system and the output is the reachability tree 
of the system. As can be imagined with complex nets even a high 
speed computer will take considerable time to examine all the 
possible Markings of this tree, but at least it is possible. 
A related problem, the liveness problem is also of concern.   Given 
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a pair (Net, Initial Marking}   a Transition is considered "live" If 
for any possible Marking of the net reachable from the fnitial 
Marking, a firing sequence exists that includes this Transition.   If 
no firing sequence can be found the Transition is considered "dead" 
at the given Marking.    Notice that "dead" or "live" are not the 
only possibilities.   A Transition can be fireable at a given Marking 
(therefore it is not "dead™ at that Marking) but not be a "live" 
Transition since at a later marking it can no longer be reached 
(hence it becomes "dead" in that Marking).   In some systems, It Is 
important to know if this possibility exists.   For example, if the 
Transition is controlling a peripheral device, it must remain "live" 
throughout the operation of the system.   Fortunately the liveness 
problem is a special case of the reachability problem so it is also 
decidable (2).  Keller (6) calls this property "immortality."  He says 
"If every transition is immortal, the system does not deadlock in 
any sense of the word." He also proves that immortality is 
decidable.   . 
The boundedness problem was also proved to be decidable by 
Keller (6). Recall that the K-bound of a Place is the maximum 
number of Tokens that will be in that Place for all possible Markings 
reachable from the initial Marking. This bound is important to 
know where the Place may represent a device that has limited 
9k 
capabilities such as a stock or queue or a device that can handle 
only one thing at a time (hence its K-bound must be one). 
The mutual exclusion problem is concerned with eliminating 
undesirable concurrency of processes. An example of this was 
given previously and involved preventing more than one process at 
a time entering a critical region. Another example would be several 
processes that can access a shared device such as a printer. It is 
necessary that only one process at a time can gain access. It has 
been shown that like the liveness problem, the mutual exclusion 
problem can be reduced to the reachability problem and as a result 
is decidable (2). 
Recall that a pair {Net, Initial Marking} is said to be persistent 
if in no operating sequence starting with the initial marking does 
a Transition become disabled except through its own firing.    So 
the persistence problem can be related to processes that have 
action time-lags. For example, if the enabled Transition represents 
the signal that will gain access to a peripheral device (i.e. a printer 
and the device is being accessed by another process, the request 
should not be terminated as the result of other Transitions firing. 
Once again the problem has been shown to be reducible to the 
reachability problem and hence the persistence problem Is 
decidable (7). 
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Peterson (2) says, 
"Even though problems such as 
reachability may be decidable, 
complexity results tend to indicate 
that these problems may be 
intractable, requiring too much 
computational time and space to be 
practical." 
Although some Petri-Net problems appear similar to the reachability 
problem, they have been shown to be undecidable. Given two 
Petri-Nets, is the reachability set of one net a subset of ,fhe 
reachability set of the other net? This is called the subset problem, 
Peterson (2) credits Rabin for showing that this problem is 
undecidable. He also credits M. Hack for showing that the equality 
problem, is also undecidable. Given two Petri-Nets is the 
reachability set of one net equal to the reachability set of the 
other net? Both of these problems are important when optimizing 
Petri-Nets (4), where the set of reachable Markings cannot change. 
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APPENDIX A 
Progrom FINDSEQUENCE 
As mentioned in the text, only the simplest Petri-Nets can be 
evaluated by observation. Program FINDSEQUENCE is a computer 
program used as a tool to evaluate more involved nets. 
The actual program, written in PASCAL, is essentially a recursive 
permutation generator modified to allow only those permutations 
that can result from valid firing sequences (i.e. each transition 
number in the permutation represents an enabled transition that 
has not previously fired. 
Although a detailed explanation of the program is beyond the scope 
of this thesis, interested readers can consult books, on programming 
in PASCAL, for more information on recursive techniques in 
PASCAL. 
The program has four major procedures. 
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1. READDATA - This procedure inputs and stores the 
appropriate Petri-Net data as outlined in the text. 
2. USTDATA - Outputs the raw Petri-Net data in an 
easily readable form for the operator. 
3. INITIALIZE - All Transitions in the raw data are 
represented individually by an entry in a Boolean 
array which asks the question "has the Transition In 
question been fired?" This procedure sets all entries 
to false. 
4. ADVANCE - This is the recursive procedure which 
with the help of subprocedures examines and keeps 
track of the Marking of firing sequences. 
Of course,  ADVANCE  is  the most  important procedure in the 
program hence a brief explanation of how it works will be given. 
Procedure ADVANCE is initially called to find the first entry In 
the firing sequence.    When successful it calls itself to find the 
next entry in the firing sequence and so on until all positions in 
the firing sequence are represented by fired Transitions.   At this 
time the successful firing sequence is outputed.   If ADVANCE gets 
to a position in the firing sequence where no further enabled, 
unfired Transitions can be found,  it "backs out1* from recursive 
depths to the last successful position. It then "unflres" (i.e. restores 
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marking to before this Transition was fired) this Transition, finds 
another unfired, enabled Transition, and continues. Likewise after 
printing a successful sequence, ADVANCE "unfires" the last entry 
in the sequence and tries to find another entry. If unsuccessful, 
it "backs out" one level and finds another entry, ithen goes "deeper" 
(I.e. calls itself). 
In this manner ADVANCE investigates all valid permutations of the 
numbers that represent the Transitions, printing all those that 
represent firing sequences. 
The block structure of the Main program is represented by Figure 
A-l. 
START 
WHILE NOT END 
OF INPUT DO 
READDATA 
USTDATA 
INITIALIZE 
ADVANCE 
STOP 
Figure A-l 
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APPENDIX B 
Progrom RANDOM SEQUENCE 
This program, used to "run" Petri-Nets, is more useful then 
FINDSEQUENCE. It uses a random method for selecting the 
Transition to be fired and this more accurately resembles real world 
situations.  It is a useful tool to evaluate more involved Petri-Nets. 
The actual program was written in. PASCAL. Although a detailed 
explanation of this program is beyond the scope of this thesis, a 
brief explanation on how the program works follows. 
This program has the following major procedures. 
1. READDATA - This procedure inputs the appropriate 
Petri-Net data as outlined in the text. 
2. LISTDATA - Outputs the raw Petri-Net data in an 
easily readable form for the operator. 
3. RANDOMNUM - When called, generates a random 
number numerically in the range of the Transition 
numbers. 
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4. ENABLED - Determines whether the Transition, 
represented by the random number generated, Is 
enabled. If so it delivers a TRUE to 
FIRETRANSITION. 
5. FIRETRANSITION - Using the present Marking and 
the change-on-firing data, this procedure "fires" the 
Transition,  keeping track of  the altered Marking. 
6. PRINT - In this program each time a Transition is 
fired, the Transition number and the altered Marking 
is printed. 
This program inputs the net data along with a limit on the. quantity 
of random numbers to be generated (otherwise if some Transitions 
remained enabled, the program would not terminate). So for each 
set of net data read, a random number is generated and if enabled, 
the appropriate Transition is fired. This continues until the limit, 
as determined by the operator, is reached. 
The simplified block structure* of the Main program is represented 
by Figure B-l. 
\ 
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START 
WHILE NOT END 
OF INPUT DO 
READDATA 
USTDATA 
WHILE NOT LIMIT 
OF RANDOM NUMBERS DO 
RANDOMNUM 
ENABLED 
FIRETRANSmON 
PRINT 
STOP 
Figure B-l 
f 
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APPENDIX C 
The following list of words ore as for as I know, unique to this 
thesis. They were introduced to simplify or clarify certain concepts. 
The number following each word is that page where the word b 
first used and defined. 
Input-group 
i 
(8) 
Input-rank (IR) (9) 
Output-group (8) 
Output-rank (OR) (9) 
Petri Petri-Net (17) 
Primed (9) 
Rank (9) 
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